Attention AKKPS Members,
UC Davis has implemented a change within the Pig Testing community, and we could not be more
excited to share it with you. UC Davis had implemented a program which is currently used on goats
and cattle organizations in which you can choose your association as you do your DNA testing. By
choosing AKKPS right on the screen you get an immediate discount of being a member of AKKPS
affords you. No more emailing our UC Davis Coordinator and waiting to be added to the list! The
price of $29 is still the price instead of $40. Being a member of AKKPS gives you the discount when
you check the affiliation box. (See Screenshot below)
NEW TEST
You will take the same steps as before:
1.

Log in with your user id and password

2. Click on order test
3. Pig Parentage order form will open automatically (you do not want to click the Pig Genetic
Marker TEST
4. NEW STEP – Click on Registry Affiliation
5. Click the box American KuneKune Pig Society (KPS)
6. Order your test as normal
Your preferences will be saved and automatically done for future DNA testing orders.

STEP TWO - I will now be able to automatically change your mistakes or names if the sire has come
back differently than planned. Mistakes happen no matter how hard we try! Making mistakes are
how we learn so we all do it!
Many of you have seen all the emails I have been sending to UC Davis to add AKKPS in front of a
registration number, or a name that had to be changed due to DNA results showing a different father
or mother or both. Sometimes, registered names given on the litter notification were not being used
but, they used call names instead. This was resulting in some frustration on the staff of UC Davis
and we have been discussing solutions for a while now. They were considering going up on the
DNA testing and we just did not want to see that happen. We prepared help guides and detailed
instructions in the litter notification but, found members were still a bit confused. This will help
tremendously for the staff of UC Davis.
When you check the affiliation box, it will allow me access to make the necessary changes myself
instead of bothering the staff at UC Davis and avoiding the pricing to go up. I will of course, still
email you to advise of anything done incorrectly for educational and information purposes. You will
want to make a note of any changes to avoid the issue repeated in future litter testing. (While this
will put a bit more work on my plate, it will not cost you anything to do.)
What we need you to do now is to follow these steps on all piglets that have not yet been registered
but, have DNA test on file. They must have the affiliation associated with them so that I make the
needed changes should there be any. Please follow these steps and keep them handy in case you
miss one that I may need to change. I will email you and ask you to follow the steps to make them
accessible for me to correct.
Here is a step by step guide on how to do this:

So, now it is your turn to help get the discounts and avoid pricing increases by going into your UC
Davis account and checking the affiliation box on all “unregistered” piglets.
We hope that you have found this very helpful. As always AKKPS provides our members excellent
service and assistance. Please contact your director or our registrar at akkpsregistrar@yahoo.com if
you have any questions.

